
WINDOWS 365
Enable seamless productivity through 

secure, persistent Windows 10 or 11 

Cloud PCs accessible anywhere, 

on any device, at any time.

 Beyond Cloud.

The Six Degrees Windows 365 (W365) service provides managed Windows 365 Enterprise Cloud PCs powered by 
Microsoft 365. Our Cloud PCs can be accessed on supported Windows, macOS, Linux, Android, and iOS clients, 
or through supported modern web browsers, enabling your users to be productive anywhere on any device.

We offer a wide, flexible range of Cloud PC configurations, ensuring you only pay for the compute power each 
user needs. Extend the life of your existing hardware or enable BYOD by moving workloads over to evergreen 
Cloud PCs instead of buying new hardware at your next refresh cycle.

Windows 365 Cloud PCs are ideal for testing and deploying Windows 11 into your hybrid organisation with 
minimal capital expenditure and impact on your end-users.

Beyond Cloud

Windows 365 Benefits

Persistent Cloud PCs enable users to pick up exactly where they left off, on any device, anywhere, anytime.

Add additional Cloud PCs in minutes, minimising lost productivity and enabling your users to work from any device they have if their 
primary work device fails. 

Point-in-time restore lets us quickly get your Cloud PC back to its exact state at an earlier point in time, should you run into
any trouble.

Our Windows 365 service is a cloud-based service with fixed, predictable, per-user monthly pricing.

When your users’ compute requirements change, it’s easy to upgrade their Cloud PC without any data loss.



Our 
Credentials

Windows 365 Features

Empower your employees to work securely from anywhere, at any time.
Windows 365 provides your users with access to a secure by design persistent Windows 10 or 11 Cloud PC, 
so your users can be productive anywhere on any device.

Be more adaptable and resilient.
Windows 365 helps ensure your business can handle anything and is there for you when you need it. 
Whether an end-user’s primary device has failed, or you hire a contractor at short notice and need to provide 
secure remote access to your environment, our Windows 365 service can make a secure Cloud PC available 
in minutes, minimising your non-productive time.

Free your IT team to focus on core business objectives.
The Six Degrees Windows 365 service is powered by our market-leading Modern Desktop Management 
service, which provides industry recognised, secure by design configuration policies and profiles – freeing up 
your internal IT team to focus on supporting your end-users’ line of business queries.

Optimise costs and modernise your infrastructure.
Save on hardware refresh, logistics and legacy management costs by extending the life of your existing 
hardware beyond its typical refresh cycle. Windows 365 Cloud PCs are streamed to the endpoint, enabling 
your users to get the best user experience even on endpoints with limited compute power, as all the powerful 
processing happens in the cloud.

For more information about Windows 365, 
please contact sales@6dg.co.uk or call 0800 012 8060.
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Feature Overview Essential

Windows 365 
Cloud PC 

Provisioning of your Windows 365 Cloud PC to the Windows 10 or 11 operating system level 
and applying our secure by design baseline configuration policies and profiles.

OS Quality 
Updates Windows OS quality updates are automatically installed shortly after they are released by Microsoft.

Endpoint 
Protection Defends against malware, ransomware and other cyber-attacks aimed at your Cloud PCs.

Platform and 
OS Support

Management of your Windows 365 platform and your Windows OS policies and profiles through 
Microsoft Endpoint Manager and Intune.

Note: Windows 365 must be purchased in conjunction with the Six Degrees Modern Desktop Management service. 
To learn more about Modern Desktop Management, visit www.6dg.co.uk/solution/modern-desktop-management
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